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Important Ratios:

In your class, who does most of the...
Which Keys do You Press in Your Classroom?

- **cmd**
- **Ctrl**
- **Shift**
- **Alt**
- **option**

**Agenda**

**Writing:** 🌿 Padlet

**Listening:** 📚 AudioBooks

**Reading:** 📚 Book Creator for Chrome

**Speaking:** 📚 Flipgrid
Objectives

» Participants will **understand the importance** of how technology can enrich curriculum for English Language Learners.

» Participants **will gain ideas** on how to embed technology across the four domains of language.

» Participants **will experience** using a variety of technology tools that can support their students.

Mannheim District 83

**Racial/Ethnic Diversity**
Percentage of students belonging to a particular racial/ethnic group
Languages in Mannheim 83

1:1 Macbooks
(next year Chromebooks)

Middle School
900+ students
6th Grade Take-Home
(next year 6th-8th)

Languages:
- Arabic
- Bosnian
- Bulgarian
- Czech
- Greek
- Gujarati
- Igbo
- Japanese
- Lithuanian
- Macedonian
- Malayalam
- Polish
- Punjabi
- Romanian
- Serbian
- Spanish
- Tagalog
- Thai
- Ukrainian
- Urdu
- Vietnamese
- Yoruba

1:1 iPads

3 Elementary Schools (K-5)
1,600+ Students
5th Grade Take-Home
Create a post under your grade band that includes your:

- Name
- School District
- City & State
- What do you want your students to do better because of Technology?

- Examples from WIDA Conference
Why We Love Padlet:

» Google Sign-On or Anonymous
» Moderated / Protected
» Collaborative
» Student-Created
» Link / QR Code sharing
» Multiple devices
» Comments / Feedback / Rating
» Multimedia options

How Padlet Supports ELLs...

» Collaborative written and oral discussions
» Written responses for feedback to peers
» Develop all language domains
» Provide learning scaffolds for all language proficiency levels
Domain: Listening

- Google Slides
- QuickTime
- Screencastify
- Google Classroom
- Voice Memos
- Evernote
2 - Audio Books

Domain: Listening

Instructions

Example

Visual Audiobooks

Method #1:

Voice Memos

Method #2:

Scannable by Evernote

Method #3:

Adobe Spark Video

QuickTime

then...
How Audio Books support ELLs

» Create content in any language
» Reading accessible for all students
» Provides fluency, expression and pronunciation modeling
Book Creator Examples

- Teacher-Created Kindergarten Stations:
  - Math Center
  - Writing Center
- 2nd Grade Research - Ladybugs
- Middle School Science - Rock Cycle Book

How Book Creator supports ELLs

- Create multimedia content in any language
- Interactive oracy practice
- Combines multiple language domains
- Can be used as a reading scaffold
Domain: Speaking

Flipgrid
Video Response Board

Recently added!

Students and teachers can go to

my.flipgrid.com

to see a collection of their own video responses in one dashboard!
Why we love FlipGrid:

» Practice, Practice, Practice
» Easy video collection
» Direct record OR upload
» Moderation
» Links / QR Codes
» Google Domain OR Password
» All devices
» Rubrics & Feedback

Bonus!
- Ideas & Inspiration
- Success Tips
- Scaffolding Suggestions

How Flipgrid supports ELLs

» Oracy practice
» Plan a written script
» Provide rubrics for reflection
» Constructive feedback to peers

Bonus!
- Ideas & Inspiration
- Success Tips
- Scaffolding Suggestions
**Task Card**

- **Podcast**
  - Record your voice reading above a short piece of text
  - Set up a free account

- **Audio Books**
  - Create a new idea board
  - Create your first book with at least 3 pages of content

- **Adobe Spark**
  - Create a video
  - Create a new video

- **Book Creator**
  - Create a new flipgrid Account
  - Create a new flipgrid Account

- **FlipGrid**
  - Make a video
  - Make a video

- **Idea Board**
  - Make a video
  - Make a video

---

**Idea Board**

- **Folder**
  - Create a new folder
  - Create a new folder

- **Audio Books**
  - Create a new audio book
  - Create a new audio book

- **Book Creator**
  - Create a new book
  - Create a new book

- **FlipGrid**
  - Create a new flipgrid account
  - Create a new flipgrid account

---

**5 - Feedback**

- **Celia Marquez**
  - marquezc@d83.org
  - District Bilingual Literacy Staff Developer
  - @MsMarquez83

- **Eric Santos**
  - santose@d83.org
  - Technology Learning Coach
  - @SantosTechCoach